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300’ Line Deployment/Restoration
Training Module



SpecificationsSpecifications

300’ of 1 ¾” hose with a 15/16” smooth 
bore nozzle (185 GPM @ 50 PSI)
Located in the driver’s side rear hose bed 
of E-841 and E-842.
Pre-connected to the driver’s side rear 
discharge



BenefitsBenefits
Provides a long pre-connected line for structural 
firefighting.
Beneficial for any situation requiring a long 
stretch
– Large commercial buildings or warehouses
– Garden Apartments (set backs, upper floors)

Smooth bore nozzle allows for reasonable pump 
pressures (140 PSI + elevation)
Hose pack allows for easy deployment around 
obstacles and to upper floors   



Properly restored hose, ready for Properly restored hose, ready for 
deploymentdeployment..



NOTE:  Line is designed to be deployed by NOTE:  Line is designed to be deployed by 
three firefighters:three firefighters:

FF 1 (Nozzle) = Seat 1FF 1 (Nozzle) = Seat 1
FF 2 (Backup) = Seat 2FF 2 (Backup) = Seat 2

FF 3 (Door) = Seat 3FF 3 (Door) = Seat 3

NOTE:  If only 2 NOTE:  If only 2 FFFF’’ss are available, FF 2 or are available, FF 2 or 
the Driver perform FF 3the Driver perform FF 3’’s assignments assignment



DEPLOYING LINEDEPLOYING LINE
FF 1 stands on the back stepFF 1 stands on the back step



FF 1 shoulders the top 100FF 1 shoulders the top 100’’ of hose and of hose and 
nozzlenozzle



FF 1 steps to ground, moves approximately FF 1 steps to ground, moves approximately 
1010’’ from truck and stopsfrom truck and stops



FF 2 pulls the next 100FF 2 pulls the next 100’’ of hose from bedof hose from bed



FF 2 rotates the hose 180 degrees before FF 2 rotates the hose 180 degrees before 
placing it on his shoulder (orients hose to placing it on his shoulder (orients hose to 

properly deploy from the top)properly deploy from the top)



FF 2 moves away from the truck with the FF 2 moves away from the truck with the 
hose on his shoulder. hose on his shoulder. 



FF 1 and 2 maintain an 8FF 1 and 2 maintain an 8’’ -- 1010’’ gap while gap while 
moving the hose to the objective  moving the hose to the objective  



FF 3 clears the last 100FF 3 clears the last 100’’ of hose from the of hose from the 
bed  bed  



FF 3 must ensure all hose has cleared the FF 3 must ensure all hose has cleared the 
bed before moving away from truck (pump bed before moving away from truck (pump 
operator must confirm before charging line)  operator must confirm before charging line)  



FFFF’’ss 1 and 2 move toward the fire as a team   1 and 2 move toward the fire as a team   



FF 3 flakes out the first 100FF 3 flakes out the first 100’’ of hose, then of hose, then 
follows the line to chase any kinks   follows the line to chase any kinks   



After the first 100After the first 100’’ of hose is pulled tight, FF of hose is pulled tight, FF 
2 allows the hose to lay off his shoulder   2 allows the hose to lay off his shoulder   



After FF 2 runs out of hose, FF 1 allows the After FF 2 runs out of hose, FF 1 allows the 
hose to lay off his shoulder   hose to lay off his shoulder   



The remaining hose is flaked out near the The remaining hose is flaked out near the 
point of entry, ensuring there is sufficient point of entry, ensuring there is sufficient 

hose to reach the seat of the fire hose to reach the seat of the fire 
(last coupling at point of entry)   (last coupling at point of entry)   



Options for flaking out hoseOptions for flaking out hose

Exposure apartment (opposite side of 
archway at Autumn Ridge)
– Safe refuge to prepare line/SCBA
– Straight stretch into fire apt.

If not on top floor, line can be stretched to 
next half landing
– Gravity will assist with moving the line



The company officer then calls for the line to The company officer then calls for the line to 
be charged    be charged    



Packing the LinePacking the Line

Disconnect the couplings and drain the 
hose.
Place all six lengths of hose on the ground 
behind the truck (female couplings closest 
to truck)
Following the listed steps should avoid 
common mistakes in restoring the line.



Connect the female coupling to the driverConnect the female coupling to the driver’’s s 
side rear discharge.  Flat pack the hose in the side rear discharge.  Flat pack the hose in the 

bed with a loop at the first fold. bed with a loop at the first fold. 



Continue packing the hose, placing a smaller Continue packing the hose, placing a smaller 
loop in the first fold of the third length loop in the first fold of the third length 

(beginning of 2(beginning of 2ndnd 100100’’ of hose)of hose)



When packing the next two lengths, make the When packing the next two lengths, make the 
folds a few inches back from the edge of the folds a few inches back from the edge of the 

bed to leave room for the nozzlebed to leave room for the nozzle



After the fourth length is packed (200After the fourth length is packed (200’’ of hose), of hose), 
place the male coupling at the front of the bed.place the male coupling at the front of the bed.



The last 100The last 100’’ of hose is packed starting with of hose is packed starting with 
the nozzle, which is connected to the next the nozzle, which is connected to the next 

length of hose and held at the rear of the bed.length of hose and held at the rear of the bed.



Feed the hose under the nozzle and pull toward Feed the hose under the nozzle and pull toward 
the front of the truck (approx. 10the front of the truck (approx. 10’’))



Align front fold with label on side of hose bed Align front fold with label on side of hose bed 
(approximately 12(approximately 12”” past the wall brace).past the wall brace).



Fold the hose over the top of the nozzle. Fold the hose over the top of the nozzle. 



Continue packing the last two lengths of hose.  Continue packing the last two lengths of hose.  
Make the front folds in the same location as Make the front folds in the same location as 

previously noted (12previously noted (12”” fwd. of wall brace).  fwd. of wall brace).  



Connect the female coupling of the last length Connect the female coupling of the last length 
to the male coupling previously placed at the to the male coupling previously placed at the 

front of the bed.  front of the bed.  



The hose is now properly packed and ready for The hose is now properly packed and ready for 
deploymentdeployment



This completes the 300’ Line 
Deployment/Restoration slideshow.

This slideshow can be found on the 
lounge computer and the 

Blackwood Fire Company website: 
WWW.BLACKWOODFIRE.ORG


